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Previous research.
• Studies in the US (Canover 1997) estimate the number of DVS annually is 

1.5 million. Despite the magnitude of this problem there are relatively few 
studies that assess the effectiveness of measures to reduce DVCs

• US studies have shown that Most (80% to 95%) DVC's occur between 
sunset and sunrise. Read and Woodward [1981] found that route lighting 
had no effect on DVCs

Monitoring the number of deer-vehicle collisions 
(DVCs) on high-speed roads in Ireland.
• The number of reported collision with deer on Ireland’s 

motorway network average 13 collisions per year.

• The majority result in material damage only (MDO) to the 
vehicle. There has been 1 non-serious injury collisions 
and 87 MDO collision with deer on motorways reported 
between Jan 2014 and Sep 2020.

• Kildare (40.9%) and Wicklow (17.0%) account for the 
most DVCs during this period.

• 86.4% of the reported DVCs occur in dry weather

• 84.1% of the reported DVCs occur in the hours of 
darkness



• The main source of data in Ireland on road traffic 
collisions involving deer are from An Garda Síochána 
collision reports and TII’s motorway maintenance 
reports.

• The distribution of DVCs appears concentrated along 
stretches of the M9 through Kildare and at the junction 
with the M7.

• There is abundant roadside vegetation along stretches 
of the M9 particularly at the M7, that may be providing 
a suitable habitat for deer. 

Distribution of reported DVCs from 2014 to Q3 2020 
on the motorway network



DVCs as reported to AGS; 2014 to Q3 2020
Table 1. Reported DVCs on motorways by county and 
collision severity

Table 2. Reported DVCs on motorways by county and 
light condition



Comparing DVCs reported to AGS and MMaRC; 2017 to Q3 2020


